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us funds
re short
30,000
ttle bus start-up date
~ed back to Dec. 1;
dent Senate to propose
ther fee increase
Chris Sievers
Staff writer
nt Senate member Melissa Girten Wednesday
a resolution that would increase the recently
$2.50 student shuttle bus fee to cover the
· g costs of the proposed shuttle bus.
said $30,000 has already been raised but
is needed to operate the shut·
t year the shuttle bus is expect· More Inside
cost $80,000, Girten said.
Student Senate
order to keep the shuttle bus passes Pember·
Girten estimated the $2.50 ton Hall resolu·
bus fee students will begin lion.
in fall of 1999 will eventually
Page2
be doubled.
are going to see how the stufeel about the bus service and give them a chance
it before we raise fees," Girten said. "If we add
audents will get more out of the service. possibly
bus."
extra $30,000 is expected to come from severt areas. Girten said $20,000 would come from
erent reserve funds held by Lou Hencken, vice
t for student affairs, and Eastem's President
Joms.
proposed $10,000 be used from the senate's
budget.
's bus service has already been pushed back
of a lack of funds. The original starting date of
1 has been pushed back to Dec. 1.
n said the shuttle bus has not received a lot of
from local businesses. Most of the businesses in

See BUS Page 2

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor

Painting pumpkins
Mariah Kissell, 9, of Ashmore, paints a cat on a fence post on her pumpkin Wednesday evening at Morton Park, at Lincoln Avenue and
Division Street, during a Halloween party. She is here because her family thought it would be a lot of fun to do together. More than 200 kindergartners through sixth graders signed up for the event, which drew many Eastern education majors as volunteers.

No book shortage_in spring
Textbook orders small, coming in slowly
By Tammie Sloup
Administration edttor

All spring semester textbook requests
may be issued because of the small amount
of orders Textbook Rental has received.
'The orders for spring are coming in
slow and unless this changes drastically,
we won't exceed (the $300,000 limit),"

said Dan Klingenberg, director of textbook rental.
Klingenberg recently distributed a
memo to department chairs urging them
to submit spring semester book requests
early because about $800,000 has already
been spent on books for the fall semester,
and the budget is $1.1 million.
About $500,000 was spent on text-

books for last spring and summer and
only $300,000 was left over from this
year's budget after fall purchases. The
draft said only 60 percenc of book
requests would be processed for the
spring because Klingenberg said be was
comparing last year's purchases to what
funds he had to work with this year.
"The facts alarmed me; that is why 1
sent the memo," he said.

See SHORTAGE Page 2

esident Jorns ready to step down quietly
Outgoing president happy with accomplishments with deferred maintenance
By Tammie Sloup
Administration editor
Eastern President David Joms says

be would Like his final year at Eastern to
be quiet and content to ensure a good
transition for the university's next president
"I believe universities prosper only
when faculty and students are able to
live and work in a quiet, positive and
supportive environment," Joms said.

And this duty lies in the hands of the
administration. be said.
"If things were perfect, you wouldo 't
even know administrators were here,"
he said.
Joms said one of his other goals is to
begin to fund or complete construction
projects around the campus during his
final year at Eastern.
"We have been very blessed in past
years; we have been able to fund a significant number of renovations," he

said.
He also said he would like to complete a number of fund-raising projects
such as the commemorative courtyard
project, the Booth Library renovation
and the campus improvement projects.
Joms said when he arrived at Eastern
in 1992, deferred maintenance was
"awful" and so was the university's
funding situation.
'"The funding situation is significantly better than it was," he said
_

But many areas have improved during his time at the university, he said.
The graduation rate has increased,
entrance requirements have increased,
there are a great many more students.
Deferred maintenance has improved
and salaries have increased, he said.
Eastern employees are key to the
university and there have been a significant number of salary increases in past
years, he said. But students play an
equally important role.

on Friday means no classes. It also means there will be no editions of The Daily Eastern News & The Verge. We'll be back next week.
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term <for time being'
By Joe Sanner
Student government editor

The Student Senate Wednesday
approved, by a 20-1 vote, a recommendation regarding the status of
honors students moving into
Pemberton Hall.
The Association of Honors
Students approved the recommendation by secret ballot Thursday al
its meeting.
Senate member Bill Gruen said

Bus
from Pagel
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Charleston have been asked to
sponsor the bus, but only eight have
pledged support.
The businesses that have
pledged
support
include
Campbell's Furniture, Tonya
Wood's Book Store, Lhe Uptowner,
What's Cookin', Citizens Bank,
and First Mid-Illinois Bank and
Trust.
Girten said she believes more
businesses will come around once
they see the response by the students.
"I hope they will come around.
I'm disappointed wilh the lack of
support from the. community," she
said. "I hope for more support next
year."
The shuttle bus has enough
funds to cover them through this
year. she said. The bus is currently

Shortage
from Page J
Several Faculty Senate members
Tuesday raised concern regarding
the memo after Senate Chair James
Tidwell told the senate that Lou
Hencken, vice president for student
affairs, said all books would be supplied.
The memo was not used to solely speed up requests, Klingenberg

honors students will move into
Pemberton if it should become an
honors hall.
• no student be moved from their
current residence hall.
• when and if Pemberton becomes
a women's honors hall, the residents and administration make Lhe
decision whether to make it co-ed
together.
• the residents and administration
take into consideration the historical
significance, tradition of Pemberton
Hall and the importance Qf exclusively female residence halls.
The recommendation was approved without making any changes
to the original wording.
Senate member Justin Brink-

scheduled to run for two weeks
before Christmas and continue after
the new year through the end of the
spring semester.
Eastern received three bids to
operate the shuttle bus. Bids were
received from Laidlaw Transit Inc.
of
Charleston,
Hand
H
Transportation and Charleston resident Dan Fitzgerald.
Eastern is close to signing a contract with one of these companies,
but are waiting to announce the
selected company until a decision is
finalized.
The current proposed route of
the shuttle bus includes stops at
• Fourth Street and Roosevelt
Avenue near Lawson Hall,
• Ninth Street in front of Cannan
• Greek Court,
• Seventh Street in front of the
Martin Luther lGng Jr. University
Union,
• Seventh Street and Lincoln
Avenue near Old Main,

• Sixth Street and Monroe Avenue
on the square,
• Walker's Super Saver Foods
located on the comer of E Street
and Lincoln Avenue,
• Wal-Mart,
• and Lincoln Hall on Grant
Avenue.
Fridays after4 p.m. until 11 p.m.
Sunday, the shuttle will go to
Mattoon Super Wal-Mart, Cross
County Mall, and the Showplace
Eight Theater.
The bus will operate from 7:30
a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday through
Friday, stopping every half-hour.
On the weekends, the shuttle will
run from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., stopping every hour.
The $60,000 covers the cost of
the bus, the maintenance and the
cost of the driver, which will be
provided by the company.
Girten
remains
hopeful
Charleston area businesses will
come around once they see the support from the students.

said. The memo was sent to notify
chairs of the remaining funds and
asked that departments examine
requests closely before sending
them to Textbook Rental.
Hencken was unavailable for
comment
The memo said book requests
would be proce;ssed on a "first
come, first serve" basis until there
are no remaining funds.
It also said if departments could
delay certain requests until fall
1999, their orders would have first

process must be completed
priority.
"We already have two orders for awarded a contracL
"(The new policy) slows
fall semester." he said.
One of the main reasons for tbe the ability ro get
delay process is the Illinois Klingenberg recently said.
Procurement Policy. which went get a number of requests
into effect July l, he said.
same company, the amount
The policy states if there is a very quickly."
The other reason so
purchase that exceeds $25,000
from a single vendor, or in this case money was spent for text
a single publisher, the request must semester is the cremendous
be listed on an electronic bulletin of new purchases and
board for 14 days after the purchas- . costs of textbooks are going
ing office submits the requesL This said

Hall,

from Page 1
"EIU is recorded as one
best institutions of its
said. "l am grateful I had the
runity to work here and I am
leged to have worked with
people from the student bod~
Joms will retire to his
built home in Oakland
about 13 miles ease of Ch
"It's actually being built
golf course," he said.
He also will pursue c
community interests sud! •
Salvation Army Board.
"I have been very content
my life and time at EIU." he
Jorns plans to retire at the
June of 1999 but has said he is
ing to relinquish the p
early should the succeeding
dent assume the office early.
"I am glad to be retiring
top of the game." he~
happy and ready to enjoy ·
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meyer voted in favor of the
mendation, but said he was
favor of the phrase "for the
being" in the first part of lhe
ommendation.
Other senate members
reaction they have gotten from
dents was that they were
favor of the recomrnendatioa
way it is written.
Honor society member
Weyhaupt said he did not
Pemberton Hall residents
favor of the resolution.
Weyhaupt also said he
support the words 'ior the
being" in the first section of
olution.

he attended the meeting and saw little opposition to the recommendation
other than suggested rewordings.
"Last night, the McKinney Hall
Council voted to approve it," said
Bill Gruen, senate member.
Gruen said he also received a
positive reaction from Pemberton
Hall residents who sat with him
when the recommendation was
written.
"I implore you guys to look at
this from the point of view of the
administration and how Pemberton
(Hall) can be used as a recruiting
tool," Gruen told senate members.
The approved recommendation
asks that:
• for the time being, only women

Advertise here in The Daily Eastern News.
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stern revives a fall break
off to relieve
ecomingand
term stress

Workshop lists
do's and don'ts
of breaking up
/

Dan Ochwat
Staff wrrter

By Becka wahl
Staff Writer

Hencken. vice president for
affairs, said a one time stuy president named Jason
nt is the main reason for
's renewal of fall break.
ken said one thing that
nt noticed was about the
October students and even
, in some cases. looked .
orked; lhe students had
there for nine weeks and
like they needed a break.
lment worked with Gail
. who was chair of Faculty
at the time, to pass fall break
said.
ken said there used to be a
but for some reason it
naway.
a senior and this is the first
we've had it," said Scott
an administrative informaems major.
continued saying that the fall
idea is good, even though
ding it at a wedding in
'ngton.
ken said with 1he changing
weather. stress about
~ and hard work v. ith
ming, the break "is a pretidea."
'~enn~iiid"that' no ~ilier' day
substituted during another
for the fall break; it is just
to even out the number of
days in each semester.
Nilsen, acting vice president
mal relations. said she's
a lot of stressed out stufall semester can be diffiuse it is a busy time," she
nts can adjust to being
*>school and classes, catch up
Sllldies or go home with their
. she continued.
many students are going
to their families. Brad
· , senior recreation admin-

Lacey Buldosik I Staff photographer
Jim Woods, a junior finance major, and Michael Bauman, a junior finance
major, fish in the Campus Pond on Wednesday afternoon. Fall break offers students a chance to relax and unwind after the stress of Homecoming and midterms. Fishing is one of the ways students will unwind over fall break.
istration major. is going home to
Elmwood Park.
Adam Tranton, a sophomore
business management major, is
going home to Batavia, but he
wishes fall break could be longer.
Tranton said he is just going to
relax when he gets home.
Not all students can go home to
see their parents like sophomore
speech communication major Erica
Smith. who said her parents are
coming to Eastern Friday. before
heading off to Champaign.
Smith said that fall break isn't
that big of a deal to her because she
has Fridays off anyway.

Large 1
topping

However. Melissa Maki, sophomore education major said: 'Tm a
big fan.''
Maki said fall break makes for
good traveling time, especially
since she is using her break to see
her boyfriend in Chicago.
Eastern students are the only
students in Illinois state schools
with a fall break besides Southern
Illinois University.
Southern has a fall break from
Oct 29 to Nov. l only because of
their history of Halloween antics.
Eastern also has a week for
Thanksgiving, another benefit over
every state school except Southern.

A professional counselor
Wednesday gave students tips on
how to successfully end a relationship without having a friendship ruined in the process.
"Breaking OffA Relationship,"
was held Wednesday in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Linda Anderson of the
counseling center lead the discussion.
Anderson began by addressing important issues or statements that individuals should be
careful to avoid when trying to
end relationships.
The first rule Anderson
opened for discussion was
"Don't say anything you do not
mean:· Anderson said most people would rather be nice than be
honest
Several of the key topics she
advised individuals to avoid
included not telling the other
individual things such 8!\, ..Who
knows? Maybe we'll get back
together" or "I'm jus1 really
mixed up right now."
Anderson warned the group
that statements ~uch as these tend
to give individuals a false sense
of hope that a reconciliation may
be possible. Other statements
including, "Of course there is no
one else." and 'Tm no good.
You'd be better off without me,"
tends to mislead individuals
when the statements are untrue.
Many of the individuals in the
group gave personal stories about
situations they encountered as a
result of these statements. Saying
there was no one else was a statement that many in the group had
heard or said, whether it was true
or not
"I think it's important that you
are as honest as you can possibly
be. Again, don't say anything you
don't mean," she said. •
Anderson warned that when
people try ending a relationship,

ALL USED CD's

they can sometimes be dishonest
with their responses in an effort not
to hurt the other person's feelings.
Another topic that raised a
great deal of discussion was the
subject of avoidance. Anderson
said that many people, in an
effort to avoid a scene or confrontation, decide to avoid the
other individual all together
believing that the other person
will "get the hint when they are
blown off," she said.
Many of the girls in the group
agreed they had used this
approach.
Other topics discussed during
the discussion included the
"do's" of ending a relationship.
Anderson said people should be
assertive and honest when ending
a relationshjp and always give a
reason for the break-up.
·1'ell the truth about your feelings and only give honest reasons." Anderson said. "It aiso
helps to choose a neutral location
for the break-up in cac;e things
get out of hand."
She said it is very important
the individuals seek professional
help when it seems as if the other
pe~on is not letting go. She said
.::ituations can tum very ugly, and
. 1f a person is nol leaving you
alone. one should seek assistance
in the matter.
Alvie Hitesman, a junior math
and phy.sics major said, "I
thought it was entertaimng. It
was interesting to to talk to people in similar situations and how
they managed to handle it. It also
gave a sense of closure to individuals who were still holding on
to an old relationship."
Elisabeth Williams, a sophomore family services major
agreed.
"People could definitely use
the support of others in similar
situations. Everybody was really
open and honest about past experiences."
The relationship workshop
was sponsored by the Counseling
Center.

Eastern 's campus Is full
of customers ...

$6.99
Deep Dish $1 Extra
Happy 21st Becky

667 Lincoln Ave.
Call Us! 348-1626

Put away the books
and have fun!!
Love,
your sultemates

Happy Birthday ~ Hoe!!
We hope you have a
great 19th Birthday.
love Your Pemberton Pm
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Women's rights must be prOtecte
his elccllon season
poses an issue that is
all too familiar to
many of us. WtlJ
women continue to have the
ability to make decisions regarding their own reproductive
health? Will women retain their
constitutional rights?
If this question were posed to &arol Moseley-Braun
my opponent in next month's
U.S. Senator
election, the answer would be an
emphatic '·no." My opponent
does not believe a woman's life is fully protected by che
U.S. Constitution.
What right does any one have to trample a woman's civil
liberties? As a single mother. I can tell you this: No one has
the right to tell any woman what choices she can make
about her own body.
Women fought for generations for full protections and
guarantees contained within our Constitution. If I am not
rehired on Nov. 3, we may diminish women's status as fullfledged U.S. citizens.
Patients and their doctors must have the freedom to
decide which procedures must be used in the case of a medical emergency. My opponent would put the lives and health
of women at risk. This position mortgages the sanctity of
family life. My opponent's position on reproductive freedom is remarkably irresponsible.
Choosing to tenninate a pregnancy is the most personal,
private and fundamental decision that a woman can make
about her own health and life. Choice is a barometer of
equality and a measure of fairness. It is, I believe, central to
our liberty as Americans.
I do not personally favor abortion as a method of birth
control. My relationship with Catholicism bolds life dear
and I would prefer that every potential gift of life have a
chance to be born. But whether or not a child will be born
must be its mother's personal decision. Not ours. And certainly not Peter Fitzgerald's.
Be that as it may, I respect the choice of women who,
under difficult circumstances, confront situations where life
and health may be endangered by a pregnancy and are faced
with a decision not to go forward with it. What gives any-
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Coffeetalk
should merge
he Residence Hall Association must do
everything it can to save Coffeetalk,
probably the best offering in Eastem's
search for Friday-night bar alternatives in
the years since Charleston raised the bar-entry age
from 19 to 21.
Coffeetal.k was largely popular last year, sometimes drawing hundreds of students to the Gregg
Triad Dining Service on Friday nights to see local
bands play and grab some food or some pretty
good coffee. All it costs is a meal swiped off their
weekly food plans (or a few dollars for those who
live off campus).
Since the university
Saving Coffeetalk
shut down the Triad
The Residence Hall Association
should take Coffeetalk under its Dining Service building
wing in order to keep the widely over the summer to turn
successful program running.
it into a computer lab,
Coffeetalk made its
home in the Stevenson Hall Dining Service this
semester, where its popularity has continued.
But the organizers of Coffeetalk are running
into problems because of the time and effort it
takes to run the weekly program, and they're looking to merge with the Residence Hall Association.
RHA members last week put a proposal on the
table to do so, and they are expected. to address the
issue again tonight after having talked to the halls
they represent.
Coffeetalk co-chair Steve Whitlock told RHA
members last week that Coffeetalk will probably
collapse completely by next semester if it doesn't
merge with the RHA.
A merger, Whitlock said, would place no financial burdens on the RHA because some area businesses and the residence halls already pick up a
majority of the cost it takes to run Coffeetalk. Not only would preserving Coffeetalk give a
boost to the RHA's image and create a potential
for more students to get involved in RHA activities, it would also provide a service to the under21 Eastern crowd looking for something to do on
the weekends that doesn't necessarily involve
using a fake l.D.
Coffeetalk does that. and it has been successful
enough to deserve to continue doing so.

T

• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

Today's quote
If bread is the first necessity of life, recreation
is a close second.
Edward Bellamy,
American author, 1850-1898

UNICEF drive to raise
funds for needy kids
Halloween is approaching. and people all over suburban America are buying candy ro give ro trick-or-treaters. In
the developing countries of the world
there are children without clean drinking water, without proper medical care
and without enough food to survive.
Please join our annual Charleston trickor-treaters for UNICEF drive Sunday,
and help raise money to help children
in developing countries around the
world. A little money goes a long way:
12 cents supplies on Oral Rehydration
Therapy (ORT) treatment chat can save
a child's life from deadly dehydration
caused by severe diarrhea. 25 cents
worth of antibiotics can cure pneumonia.. 68 cents provides a sterile dressing
for treating a child's wound, $1 buys
polio vaccine for four children, $1 buys
a half pound of pea seeds for a commu-

one I.he right lO impose
judgment on an intimately
sonal medical procedure?
<<No one has
Peter Fitzgerald does IQ
the right to tell
respect lhe decisions of
any woman what and would stifle lhe right
future generations to make
choices she can
own choices under similar
make about
cumstances. I can not s
by. as a woman. to allow
her own body.'
election of a man to the U
Senate that would steal
mental, constitutionally
ed rights away from women, and, in the process. w
trample American women to the bowels of American
Women in the United States have a common chat
Together, we must work to change the dynamic of lhe
tion between powerlessness and gender, between po
and gender and between exclusion from decision
and gender.
I reject lhe suggestion by some critics lhat my
lhe Senate is merely to serve as a symbol. I challenge
critics to analyze my record of accomplishments and
It pales in comparison to any other in my class. I've
my position as senator to fight to ensure that women's
es are not ignored, our needs dismissed or our anger
tied.
l find myself the target of a powerful, more de
right-wing Republican party than I've ever witnessed
past. They are vehemently anti-choice. And, if they
their way, they will tum the clock back on everything
won in the past half century for working people, w
minorities.
I have capitalized on opportunities that were o
to me, and I accepted the challenges that were offered.
never back away from my passionate commitment to
vide genuine opportunity for all people.
There has rarely been a more profound choice for
U.S. Senate than the one we face on Nov. 3. Let's not
the clock back. The cost would simply be too great.
• Carol Moseley-Braun is a U.S. senator and a guest
nist tor The Daily Eastern News. Columns are th!topinion
author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor

our collection routes all partici
welcome to have refreshments.
For more infoanation please
Elaine Fine at 345-4310.

nity garden, $2.20 buys 20 cakes of
soap for a rural health center, $2.35 can
provide a child with a basic education
kit, $4.31 buys 100 water-purification
tablets lO purify 22 gallons of water,
$24 buys a first-aid kit, $131 buys a
"School-in-the-Box," a kit that includes
materials a teacher needs to set up a
portable school for 40 children - slates,
chalk, exercise books, pencils. eraser,
tape measure and recreation ball.
College students. adults and children are welcome. Costumes are
optional (but fun). We will meet at 2:30
p.m. at the Wesley United Methodist
Church on Fourth Street and go to as
many neighborhoods as we can iii
Charleston to collect money for
UNICEF. After we are finished with

The Daily Eastern News
letters to the editor addressing
state, national and intemati
They should be less than
and include the author·s name,
phone number and address. S
should indicate their year in
and major. Faculty. adminis
staff shouJd indicate their
department. Letters whose
cannot be verified will not be
Depending on space co
may have to edit your letter,
as concise as possible.
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eterring students from drinking -and driving
.A.D.D. panel tells of dangers,
nsequences of drunken driving
By Shayla Rybolt
Staff writer
artbreaking stories from a
r, shocking tesumony from
"nois S1.ate police officer. and
of advice from a repeat DUI
r. were all pan of the victim
t panel conducted Wednesday
others Against Drunk Driving.
ce Zschau. representative of
.0. Coles County began the
discussion by explaining the
ing consequences for driving
the influence in other counn Russia. your driver's license
oked for life. In El Salvador,
en drivers are executed by a
squad." Zschau explained
purpose of M.A.D.D. is to
drunk driving and to help the
s of this violent crime."
lirst victim to speak was
little; il mMietJTibm lA:rcola
lost her daughter. Brenda Little
. and her 3-year-old grandScott. to an accident caused by
nken driver on Aug. 16, 1987.
e put them in a ca<;ket togeth'th Brenda's arm around Scott,"
said. 'There·s a void in our
that will never be filled. It can
n to you. to one of your
. because life is real ."
·anne Porter lived to tell about
experience with a drunken drilhat occurred while she was ridher motorcycle with seven other
les. Porter's bike was hit by a
en driver causing both her

,, ______

The first two or three
minutes after arriving at the
scene of an accident is still
just a shock. That person
lying there was just alive a
couple of minutes ago and
they'll never walk through
their front door again.

,,

Rorie Steidl,
Illinois State Police sergeant

_____

and her husband lo each lose one of
their legs.
·The driver only spent one year
in jail, and five years LO the day of
our accident he was in another
drunken dri\ ing accident wliich
ended up killing him. It's jwil such
a waste." Porter said.
Illinois Stale Police Sergeant
Rorie Steidl of district IO in
Pesotum said between 16.000 and
18,000 people die every year from
alcohol related crashes.
"I've had many occasions to
witness the pain and misery from
these accidents. The first two or
three minutes after arriving at the
scene of an accident is still just a
shock. That person lying there was
just alive a couple of minutes ago
and they'll never walk through their
front door again," Steidl said. "We
can't wall ourselves in complacen-

Lacey Buidoslk I Staff photographer
Joyce Zschau, the M.A.D.D. victim advocate for Coles County, discusses the effects of drunk driving accidents on family
members Wednesday in Rathskeller. Lining the stage are pictures of people who have died in drunk driving accidents and
the vehicles Involved in some of the wrecks.
cy because complacency kills."
Rob Shrader, a former Eastern
student. shared with the panel how
alcohol has affected his life since he
has been twice convicted of a

D.U.I.
"After m y second D.U.J., I lost
my license for a year and a half but
I continued to drink because I hadn't learned my lesson. The biggest

thing I've lost from alcohol is my
wife. I've killed my wife's Jove for
me," Shrader said. "Alcohol no t
only cost me my license. it cost me
my pride and my family."
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The Wair Disney College Program is abour friends.

expenences and opporrunines you'll discover as
you live. learn and earn in our world
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Haunted barn, hayrides at Riley Cree
By Mandy Swearingen
and Nicole Melnheit
Staff writers

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Throughout October, Riley Creek Stables will host its second annual pumpkin
patch. The pumpkin patch is open to the public between Oct. 25 and 31, there
will also be a haunted barn and haunted hayrides.

Throughout the month of
October, Riley Creek Stables will
host its second annual pumpkin
patch.
''When we decided to hold .the
evenc last year, we really didn't
know what to expect, but we had a
really good turnout and agreed to
have the pumpkin patch again this
year," said Jennifer Owen, coowner of Riley Creek Stables with
Travis Owen.
Visitors to Riley Creek Stables
can participate in do-it-yourself
pumpkin painting and carving anytime.
The pumpkin patch is open to
the public and supplies to paint the
pumpkins are set out. Travis Owen
said.
"We work on the honor system;
there is a scale and you put your
money in a box," Travis Owen said
All of the pumpkins were grown
at Riley Creek Stables and can be
purchased for 20 cents a pound
Small pumpkins and gourds are
three for $1.

,,

_ _ _ __

When we decided to hold
the event last year, we really
didn't know what to expect,
but we had a really good
turnout

,,

Jennifer Owen,
co-owner of Riley Creek Stables

_____

A hay mare target. which is
more for children and com maze
for adults, will be set up and visitors
can lose themselves in the mazes
anytime.
Between Oct 25 and 3 J, the
Owens also have a haunted barn and
haunted hayrides, Travis Owen said.
The haunted barn and hayrides
are open 6:30 to IO p.m. Admission
for children under 12 is $2 for
either the haunted house or hayride
and $3 for both. The cost for adults
is $3 for either and $5 both.
On request, the Owens will hold
a bonfire for visitors to roast the.i.r
own S'mores. The makings for
S' mores are 50 cents and concessions like bot chocolate and apple

cider are free, Travis Owen ·
A portion of proceeds g
local charities, Travis Owen ·
"One night the Red
coming out and a portion of
'proceeds will go to the Red
Travis Owen said.
Last year, part of the
were donated to the AIDS
Travis Owen said.
This year Eastern organi
like the Woman's Rugby ceam
Delta Chi are volunteering.
'The rugby team will help
volunteering their time in our
kin patch," Jennifer Owen said.
Delta Chi will donate all
money they raise to a c ·
their choice, Travis Owen ·
Riley Creek also will
Eastern night Oct 27. On that
free shuttle buses will run
Eastern to Riley Creek S
Travis Owen said.
WMCI and 92. l "The
radio stations are co-sponsors
haunted house.
Admission to Riley
Stahl~ Pum11lcin.P~

ii

more information on shuttle
uJes to Riley Creek on Oct. 27
348-1424.

AP¥f~fl~f
in the Daily Eastern News,
or I'll sick my friends on you!

I
Al Yartelles

Hl-C

Fruit Drink

'I
'
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eaker: African history igilored
By Allee Hosty
Staff writer

· guished authority of Africanstudies Wednesday discussed
Americans and their endurance
suffering from ··cultural dislocalefi Kete Asante, professor of
American studies at Temple
·ty. discussed the lack of education
niry to understand the history
-Americans in "Africa, America
Future of Multiculturalism" with
people Wednesday in the Grand
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
·ty Union.
rica, from its very inception, has
ticulturaliscn. It gains its momenenergy from multiculturalism,"
said.
500 years, African people ... have
ved off of their psychological and
teans. The move suggests that
are dislocated."
said it is important for Africanto become informed instead of

Lacey Buldosik I Staff photographer
Dr. Molefi Kete Asante, a professor in African
American Studies at Temple University, spoke
in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union Wednesday night.

went to the best schools in the country.
Even African-Americans don't know.
era1 years ago, I spoke at Harvard We've all gone to the same schools and
someblacll law studehts co give ' learned the same way in this country, from
names of five African ethnic kinderganen on."
who were brought to America
Asante expressed concern regarding
dn't," Asante said "But when I the role western civilization has played in
Chem to identify five European eth- ignoring information that points to the sigwho settled here, they gave me nificant role Africans have played in laywere prep school students who ing down the foundations of civilization.

"As flu" as we know,""· medicine. politics, geometry, religion and astronomy all
ori~inate from th~ Nile River Valley in
Africa," Asante said.
"The Greeks went to Africa to learn,
Homer spent seven years in EgypL You
will understand the original history of
Egypt when you go there and find thousands and millions of black people living
there."
Asante discussed how AfricanAmericans have survived despite constant
adversity and embattJement over AfricanAmerican studies in the U.S.
"No African slaves were brought here,
only African people. They were traders,
priests. royalty, farmers and blacksmiths,"
Asante said.
"When we were liberated in 1865, 95
percent (af the Africans) were illiterate.
Thirty-five years later only 45 percent
were illiterate because everyone wanted to
learn."
"(African-Americans) represent a historical statement of endurance and perseverance," Asante said "When you understand (history), it becomes clear."
Asante founded the first Ph.D. program
in African-American studies in the nation
at Temple University and has been named
one of the " 100 leading thinkers" in
America by Utne magazine. He was
awarded an honorary degree in AfricanAmerican studies from Eastern Illinois
University by Associate Professor Adeniyi
Coker after his speech.

to continue
talks
on
UB
loan
,, ______

By Joe Sanner

Student government editor

Apportionment Board Thursday
ss the University Board's options
•
•
s
ffom
Top's spring performance.
Hansen, student vice president
ial affairs, said AB advisor Dave
would discuss the UB's loan situwe' re going to give them a loan

Either we,re going to give them
a loan or we,re not going to give
-them a loan. If we don't, there
would be no (spring) concert next
semester.

______

re not going to give them a loan,"
said "If we don't, there would be
· g) concert next semester."
n said the UB will use the profits
the sold-out Bill Cosby Family

,,

Mike Hansen,
student vice president br financial affairs

Weekend concert, which are estimated at
about $28,000, to cover the losses.
Hansen said the AB will also talk about

allocations to the five fee-funded boards.
The five fee-funded boards include the
AB, the UB, sports and recreation, student
government and dramatic performances.
"We'll be talking with them about budgets and bow to do that," Hansen said.
"The ( 1998 budget) books will definitely
be done by next Thursday, so we' ll know
where the reserve is at."
The student activities reserve fund is
used to give fee-funded boards extra budget money.
The reserve fund must stay above
$100,000 at all times, but if more than
$100,000 is in the reserve, the extra money
can be allocated to the five fee-funded
boards.

ladies of Alpha Sigma Alpha proudly
ounces their NEW 1998 Fall Members

RHA to c~nsider

merger
with
c0 f£eetalk
g...oup
.A. '

Takeover of Friday-night program
would likely save it from elimination
Chris Sievers
Staff writer

Eastem's Residence Hall Association will meet
Thursday to discuss the possibility of taking over
Coffeetalk.
The meeting will be held at 5 p.m. in the
McKinney Hall lobby.
Members of Coffeetalk approached the RHA to
see if they would be interested in taking over the pr
gram.
Coffeetalk is a program that schedules bands ru1
other perfonners for Friday-night shows at the
Stevenson Hall Dining Service.
At last week's meeting, members of the RH.
tabled the proposal until members of the other res dence halls had a chance to discuss the issue.
.Anne Bergstrom, Taylor Hall's RHA representative, said Coffeetalk should stay on campus.
"I don't want to see Coffeetalk eliminated from
campus," Bergstrom said. ''It's an awesome elective
besides going to the bars. I'm willing to do whatever
it takes to continue the program."
The RHA is also scheduled to discuss the upcoming Octoberfest and the Taylor Hall Date Auction.
Proceeds from the date auction will be donated to
the Brad Wright Foundation, in honor of the Carman
Hall resident assistant who died this summer of a
heart attack.

Habitat for Humanity
helping Morton Park
Eastem's Habitat for Humanity is participating in this year's National.Make1l· ·
Difference Day. The purpose of the annual
day, being held all day Saturday, is to encourage people to make a difference in their community.
Habitat for Humanity currently is building
a playhouse for Morton Park located on
Lincoln Avenue. The $1,000 needed for the
project was donated by Wal-Mart.

• Staff report

c=~~.J.:~~62
FREE DELIVERY so

YO U
CAN STAY AT HOME AND WATCH
THE WORLD SER I ES.

B r eadstic ks $1.99
f0r:tnerly kno-u as Topper's Pizza

icaAllen
Jess
Arnold
Amand~h eargren
Ellsabe rnes
sarahes;nstab\e
i he8
eurns
.
K errie
·e cancia\os1
An9'. contreras
son1a
Mo\\le oe)(ter
K aryn '?oane
t
Jiii Garcia
Jessica Gra~
N\COle Kube

Anna Lamoreen
sandY Lantg
1era unn
Mace
1err~
• •1c1<e\son
Monica iv•
Christine Q\son
Ragan
JacY
Shea
Megan . .
JennY s\\littl
Cheri souza
jhom as
Allison iolli"er
Erin Veith

usa

Congratulations Ladies! .

50¢ off any
sandwich or order of lasagna
MUST HAVE COUPON
oose· ~om manyi dtrfer.ent .sdndwkhest·
ltoUon
Hom ~

Chees8l

stcilics"
8IQ P6rl<.

FREE ORDER
OF GARLIC BREAD WITH
LASAGNA PURCHASE

P:60i&y

GOOD WCK TO GIRLS RUGBY

aaa· cttt~en'

THANKS FOR All THE HELP.

_ ,_

Classifiedadv~rt~JI!g __

8

Thurs-day.Oc-tober......
22.1

Help Wanted

STAFF needed m small res1·
Accepting applications for
dent1al sites servmg 4·6 resl·
PT/FT Laundry Aides. All shifts
dents with developmental dis· available, starting at $6.30/hr.
ab t ties. Monday through
with benefits for FT. Apply at
Friday evening and midnight 738 18th St., Char. E.O.E.
sh1f s or weekend shifts avail·
11/5
ablo Flexible scheduling also
ABSOLUTE
SPRING
ava :ible. No experience nee·
BREAK .. ."TAKE 2" 2 FREE
essary Paid training is provid· TRIPS ON ONLY 15 SALES
ed
Applications may be and ... Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
obte; 1d at CCAR Industries, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida ,
825 1L th Street, Charleston, IL
Padre! Lowest PricesI Free
61 9 'l E.0.E.
Meals, Parties, & Drinks.
__ _ _
_
_ 12114
..Limited Offer·· . 1·800-426·
PT assistant activity director 7
7
1
O
and IT physical therapy coorwww.sunsplashtours.com
din<> or to work with DD adults.
_
10/23
$1500 weekly potential mailing
Ex1
ince preferred for both
posm ins. Asst. act. dlr. must be our circulars. No experience
required . Free information
able (, work three 3-10 shifts
and two 8 hour shifts: PT packet. Call 202-452-5942.
coord position is evenings and
12114
som weekends. Must be • Caring individuals needed to
mat re, responsible and orga·
work with adults with developn iz
Pleac;e sAnd rec;ume or mentally disabilities in a group
app y a t 738 18th St., Chas home setting stressing commuE.O E:.
nity integrated living. Now hirIng 6·12 M-F Housekeeping
_ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28
Av
H iring FT/ PT Dev. position, FT/PT evenings, and
Tra rs 0 $6.80 to $8.61 Hr. weekends. Apply in person at
Tull House, 1911 18th St. ,
Must be a sohd caring ind1v.
lnte :.ted 1n working with 0 .0 . Charleston; 345-355,2.
adu
We offer paid certihca·
---------='---10/23
l io n tra ining. Also hmng WORK FROM HOME. Earn
Ac11v 1y Aides, Assistant OT's, $500-$1500/Mo. PT, or fire your
Programmers, $6.30·$7 .87 Hr. boss and earn $2000Med cal, Dental, Life Insur. for $6000+/Mo. FT. CALL "TOLL
lull Lm e. Please apply at 738
FREE" 1-800-858-2561 .
_ _ __ _ _ _ _10/23
18th St.. Charleston.
_ __ _ _ __ 10/30
Immediate opening. Screen
Printer with experience. Call
348·0100.
10/26
Female to work Friday and/or
Saturday night midnight to eight
shift 1n a group home for lndi·
viduals with developmental dis·
abiliti es. May be able to pick
up additional hours If desired.
Requtres H.S. diploma of GED.
Call 345-2922 or apply in person at 91 O 17th street in
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/27
Arcola·We have a 16 bed
group home IOI' developmentally, d~apled adults, as well as a
CILA with five residents. We
are looking for dependable,
creawe staff to fill the following
pos1t1 ons. 6a.m.-2 cook/hab
aide, 4p.m.-12 hab aide, week·
end mid-8, 3p.m.-9 and 4p.m.-8
hab aide. FIT/ and PIT hours
available. Apply at 106 E. 2nd
South St. between 9-11a.m. or
5·7p.m. M·F.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/28
Zorba's Now Hiring wait staff
and
Delivery
Drivers .
Experience a plus Apply at
Zorba's in the square.
_ _ _ _ _ _10/23

For Rent

Sublessors

AU new apt. mid·town Mattoon,
2br. w/vaulted celling, carpet,
A.C ., water, trash p .u . Inc.
$475 mo. Ref. 348·8406.
~,.......,_ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
SPRING 1999: NO LEASE,
FREE FOOD , UTILITIES,
LAUNDRY.
FURNISHED
ROOM FOR NS FEMALE.
CALL FOR INTERVIEW. 345·
1284.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10122

Sublessor needed immediately
for a 2 BOA Apt Living room
furn ished,
own
BOA ,
washer/dryer, free garbage,
and parking. Must like pets!
Great location, Call or leave
message at 345-4381.
_ _ _ _ _.:..__ _ 10/23

McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom. Needed Female
Roommate. 345-2231.
12/14
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom furnished . No pets.
Call 345·2231 .
------~-12114

MTX speakers $100. Home
Theater $150. turntable.stylus
$40. 348-1769/
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 12114
5 pc. Pearl drumset, Cardinal
red with 70's Slingerland snare.
Comes with boom and snare
stands and bass drum pedal.
Call 345-9366, ask for Jake.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 10122

Help Wanted

Travel
SPRING BREAK-PLAN NOW!
Cancun. Jamaica, Mazaltan, &
S. Padre.
Best Prices
Guaranteed 14 Free Meals &
Free Parties. Campus sales
reps wanted Earn free trips &
cash.
1.800.SURFS.UP.
www.studentexpress.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/13
Spring Break '99. Cancun,
Mazatlan, or Jamaica from
$399. Sell 15 and travel from
lowest prices guaranteed info
call 800-446-8355. www.sunbreaks.oom.

For Rent
SPRING SEMESTER. NEW 3
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
BUilT 112 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE JANUARY 1ST FOR 3 FEMALES.
820 LINCOLN ST. 348-n46.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _12114
Large 2 Bedroom apartment.
Water and Trash included. Off
street parking. $425 per
month. 345-3554.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/30

Sublessors
Two female sublessors needed
to share one large room 1n Big
house . Spring 99 or ASAP.
$230 a month all utilize lnclud·
ed SO CLOSE TO CAMP.US!
Call Emily or Becky at 345·
5692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10121
2 Sublessors needed: male or
female . Ava!lable: Nov. 1 or
for Spring Semester. 4 bed·
rooms own bedrooms $170 a
month. Low utilities. Call Ttna
@
message.
_ ___
11/2
_ 345-5412,
_ _ _ _leave
Sublessor needed for Spring
Semester. One bedroom apartment, utilities Included. NICE!
Call 345-4361
-10/22
Spring 1999 Sublessor(s)
needed for 3 bedroom apart·
ment. $165/month. Close to
campus. 348·3852.
::--- - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 3
Roommate needed Spring '99.
Own room $ 150, heat and
water included. Call 345-3n9.
leave message.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22

Sublessor needed for one brm.
apt. until Aug. '99. Big balcony,
w/d hookup. Will provide furniture for adequate off8f. Call
348-1368.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/24
AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER-2 bedroom, furnished. Call 345-4155 or 348-

9243.

_ _ __ __ 10/29
2 bedroom apartment. Trash
and cable included . Rent
negotiable. Close to campus.
348·8735.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/22
Sublessor needed for 2
Bedroom Apt. across from
Carman. Start January. Heat
Paid. (345-6180).
,,...,..~

ACROSS

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name: _______________ _ _
Address: ______________

~

Under ClasslficatiOn ol: - -.....:.-=----- - - - --

Expiratoo code (office use only) - - -- - - - - - -Parson accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _Compos1tor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment.

-~, Cash

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

r!...J Check

r~• Credit

Check number_ _ _ __ _

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Student 0 Yes O No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

20 oents por word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecUtive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word fust
day 10 cents per word each consecutive "day 15 word min mum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the nght to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

. 1 tn-(und1sturbed)
5Shmd1g
•Acclamation
14 - -impasse
15 Ancestor of the
Q 'ero Indians
11 Everybody's
opposite
17 Anklebones
11 Punkie
19 "Fiddler on the
Roof" role
20 Nicolas Cage
co-star, 1995
23 Kind of derby
24Aimless .
21 " Hands ott1·
28 -deLe6n,
Spain
30Each

For Sale

Loft for sale. Good condition, 1
yr. old 75$. Call 345-9536.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _10/27

Personals
Thank you to all the guys who
attended the KO Krush Dance.
II was a blast! Love , the
women of Kappa Delta
_ _ _ _ _ __ _10/22
MARIA PAOLANTONIO of
Sigma Kappa , Happy 21st
Birthday. Have a great week·
end. Love your AGS, Allison.
.,....__ __ _ _ _ _10122
Sara Beth Moody of Kappa
Delta Get excited, only 5 more
days till we meet. I've got my
eye on ya! All my KO love, Big
Sis
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Katie Strejc of Kappa Delta,
have a great weekend! I can't
wait to meet you on Monday!
Love, your big sis.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10122
To The Men of Sigma Chi, The
Ladies of Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to thank you for your
help and contributions to the
teeter-totter-a-then. Thanks
Again I

_ _ _ _ _ __ _10/22

ASA pearls (A.K.A. New Ruby
Members) Congrats on you initiation into Alpha Sigma Alpha.
We are so proud to have each
and everyone of you in our
house! Look forward to some
good times and shared memories! Love, your sisters.
~-------10122
PIN-HAVE A HAPPY NEW
YEAR! Wish I could be there to
celebrate. Love, LindsBy.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _10122
BRETI, You're the sweetest
boyfriend I could ever ask fort
Thanks for everything you dot
Love Always, Julie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

Announcements

Personals
The women of Sigma Kappa
would hke to thank the men of
Sigma Phi Epsilon for a fabu·
lous Homecoming and wonder·
ful memories! We had a blast!
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 10122
The women of Sigma Kappa
would like to congratulate
Pinakm Amin of Delta Chi for
being named Sandblast
·sandman• of 1998.
~------~10122
You're the man Pini Your
coaches love youl
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 10/22

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS!
TOKENS ANNOUNCES MER·
CHANDISE FOR THE DURA·
TION OF FALL SEMESTER .
FOR THE BEST SELECTION
& BEST SERVICE ALWAYS
SHOP AT TOKENS!
-------~10/22
10,000 STUOENTS · 10,000
COSTUMES I
RESERVE
YOUR FAVORITE BEFORE
SOMEONE ELSE DOES!
GRANO BALL COSTUMES ,
609 SIXTH. 345-2617.

Jamaican Tan .
Oct
Specials Reg. 3-$10 or
$30. Super 3-$15 or 1
Call
348·0018.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _1
Shx is accepting lunch and
ner reservations for Pa
Weekend October 30th
31st. Call between 9
5p.m. 345-7849.
1
VOTED #1 BY AOL
STONE.
Spring B
Organizers Needed Eam
& Travel FREE!!! 18 y
business. CALL NOW! 1
SUNCHASE EXT. 123.
A majority of students
missed class due to drin

~-------1

Lambda Pi Eta will be
ing a book fair October
5:30) and October 27 (
in front of the union
the books will be marked
%70off.

HAUNTED
BARN
HAUNTED HAY RIDES
RILEY CREEK STAB
OCT. 25-.31 . 6:30·10:
348-1424.

CampusCllfj~
STUDENT READING COUNCIL. Make it and take it w
Monday, Oct. 26 from 4·8 p.m. in the ITC in Buzzard Hall.
make fun classroom materials and decorations.
KAPPA DELTA Pl. Envelope stuffing for officers only today
p.m. in the faculty lounge in Room 2504 in Buzzard Hall.
need to attend to stuff envelopes for new members. Pizza
soda provided.
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
Program meeting today at 5:45 p.m. in Buzzard Aud·
Fundraising supplies are in.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass today at 12:05 p
the Newman Chapel located on the comer of 9th and
Ave.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Masses on Sunday are
a.m. and 9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel. This weekend
at Coleman Hall.
HAJTI CONNECTION. No meebna.. Jpda'IL; , N~.xt IM
~ 1 '-" r; .v.,.,

October 29.

:1il.t

b .a

· "'"

RESIDENCE HAU ASSOCIATION. Meeting today at 5
the McKinney Hall lobby. All AHA reps should attend.
send a proxy if you cannot attend.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Chps are run free of charge
ONLY for any non·profit, campus organizational event. No
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday.
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WI
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE
Clips may be edited for available space.

55 Sullivan offering,
1nevitably
sa Long-armed zoo
creature
IO Quarter-deck?
a1 Playwright
Connelly
a Not solid-<:olored _ _ _ _ __.._'--.._13 He sang of Alice
M Sigmund
Freud's
daughter
M "Paradise Lost"
character •
MBillsite
17 Capone chaser

DOWN
1 Fills up

2 Prefix with -phile
3 Actress Shire
41964-05 World 's
Fair centerpiece
s Major-leaguers
•Takeover
7 "Beat rtt•
a "Thirty days November . • :
• Captivate
10 Heart of Paris
11 Tomato
12Whatever
13 Kicker's aid
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ankees win second series in three years
DIEGO (AP> - How appropriate - a
What else could it be for a New York
s team that is surely one of the greatest
l history.
Andy Pettine and the Yankees put the fintouch on their mosc dominant sea<;0n by
. g the San Diego Padres 3-0 Wednesday
for a record 24th World Series champi'p.
h wa., New York's second title in three year.;
il' first sweep since 1950. The Grune 4 vicgave the Yankees 125 wins -a total that
right up there with all lhe other big num-

World Series game 4
Padres
Yankees

0
3

bers put up in baseball this year. Their 114 regular-season victories were the mo~1 ever for a
champion. And it wa" a tribute to a team vastly
different from all those other pinstriped winners. Without a Ruth, Di.Maggio or Mantle
among them - no certain Hall of Famers and no
one even elected to start in the All-Star game
this season - these Yankees posted a .714 win-

ning percentage, the best in the majors since
their Murderers· Row club of 1927. Pcttittc
shut out San Diego into the eighth inning while
the Yankees hitters did just enough to bring
down ace Kevin Brown.
Bernie William<.. perhaps playing his last
game for New York. broke a scoreless tie \\ ith
an RBI chopper in the sixth. In the SC\enth.
Scott Brosius ~ingled home a run and surprising rookie Ricky Ledee hit a sacrifice Oy. ll1e
Pac.ire.'> tried to rally in the eighth. when Tony
G\\o')'tln\ eighth hit of the Series finished
Pettine. A single by Ken Caminiti off Mariano
Rivcm loaded the ba'ies with two outs. but Jim

Leyriv~ a postseason hero in
the pa<;t for the Yankees and
San Diego, flied out to
Williams.
The sweep was the first
World Se
since
Cincinnati
upset
1998
Championsnes Oak.land in 1990. and was the
Yankees· ~enth . Also, NC\\
York won its eighth straight
Series game while the P.adres lost their seventh
in a row. For a team that led the AL in pitching
and scoring, it was a complete pe1fonnance
that produced its seventh straight win in this
postseac;on.

layer sues Saints for damages for hazing action
NEW ORLEANS {AP) _ The
closed the ca.<;e on the New
s Saints hazing incident at
·ng camp. It won't be that easy
the team.
Jeff Danish, a free-agent rookie
said a cwo-minute run through
tlet of veteran players left him
14 stitches in his left arm.
bruises and emotional scars,
suing the Saints for more than
.000.
The hazing happened on the
night of training camp, Aug.
at the University of WISConsin
Lacrosse. The lawsuit was filed
ay in U.S. District Court in
'son. Wis., and names the
. assistant coach Walt Corey
players Andre Royal, Troy
's, Brian Jones, Isaac Davis,
Mitchell and Brady Smith.

"I don't knO\\ what he thinks I
did." Smith said before refusing further comment on the suit. Mitchell
and Davis also refused to comment.
saying Saints officials had told
them not to talk about the suit.
"Coach told me not to say anything," Davis said. "I wasn't part of
it and I can't say anything."
Royal. who admitted to NFL
investigators that he took part in the
gantlet, was traded to Indianapolis.
Jones and Davis were cut. 'That
had nothing to do with them being
cut," coach Mike Ditka said on
Wednesday."Although I talked to
Brian Jones and I think he said he
had nothing to do with it."
The lawsuit says the Saints knew
hazing was planned by veterans for
rookies because Smith posted a
notice on a bulletin board in a meet-

ing room used by Corey and the Danish ·s suit.
defensive line. "Players put a lot of
McCullough's career \\.as also
stuff on the bulletin boards," Corey set back by the incident. his agent,
said on Wednesday. ''If I knew that Jimmy Gould of Cincinnati. said.
was there and what it said I would "He's had a tough time ever since
have stopped it. Nobody would let that incident," Gould said. " It really
that go on."
threw him off kilter."
· Other players hazed were No. I
McCullough could have stayed
draft pick Kyle Turley, second- on the Saints practice squad, Gould
round pick Cam Cleeland, No. 6 said.
pick Chris Bordano and seventhThey felt it was better to move
round pick Andy McCullough.
him away from New Orleans, howRookies said they were punched. ever. McCullough. who Gould said
elbowed and hit with a bag of coins suffered from prolonged noseas they ran a gantlet between Jines bleeds after being hit in the face
of veterans. Cleeland missed time during the hazing, made stops at
with headaches and blurred vision Miami and Detroit after the Saints
in one eye and McCullough, a wide released him.
receiver from Tennessee, had a
"He's working out full-time and
bloody nose.
trying to get his can.>er back on
"Good for him," Cleeland, now track," Gould said. "We·re still evala starter for the Saints. said of uating what steps to take as far as

legal action."
Danish. ;1 23-year-old defensive
tackJe from Richmond, N.Y.,broke
a dormitory window when he hit it
after running the gantlet in a thirdfloor hallway.
He required 14 stitches to his left
ann and hand. the lawsuit says.
The Saints said in September
the} were unable to identify the 20
to 25 players who fonned the gantlet and had not been able to fine or
punish them.
Saints general manager Bill
Kuharich was at a seminar on
Wednesday and unavailable for
comment.
NFL
comm1ss1oner
Paul
Tagliabue said Sept. 19 the league
found "no basis for the commissioner to take league disciplinary
action."

oaches, magazines high on Germaine in Heisman Trophy race
COLUMBUS,

Ohio (AP) - Joe
i'tie, "at Ute ttlnttols of top-ranked
·o State's high-speed offense, is a soften kid who won't promote himself for
Heisman Trophy.
Others are doing the talking for him,
ever.
M
He's everything you want in a quarter~ ... Minnesota coach Glen Mason said
week after Germaine passed for 339
sand two touchdowns in the Buckeyes'
15 victory.
Jn its most recent issue. The Sporting
s said Germaine would look good holdthe Heisman.

··1 don't think it's that much of a stretch
at all," associate editor Tom Dienhart said.
"His name doesn't gel mentioned with the
other guys, but he's definitely worthy."
Those other guys include quarterbacks
Cade McNown of UCLA, Tim Couch of
Kentucky and Daunte Culpepper of Central
Florida and running back Ricky Williams of
Texas. All might be better known around
the country than the freckle-faced kid
whose idea of a touchdown celebration is to
tap a teammate on the shoulder and smile.
Ohio State coach John Cooper stepped
up as Germaine's keynote speaker this
week.

"I don't know if we've ever had a finer
player in our program than Joe Germaine,"
said Cooper, who also had 1995 Heisman
winner Eddie George.
The senior from Mesa, Ariz.• has quietly
guided an offense that is averaging 39
points and 504 yards a game. He's completing 63 percent of his passes for 11 touchdowns with only three interceptions.
That puts him 13th in the nation in pa<;<.
efficiency. ahead of McNown but behind
McNabb. Cooper points out. though. that
Germaine not only leads a balance<! attack
that also features tailback Michael Wiley.
but also has stacked up strong numbers

against a schedule that has included three
ranked opponents Ohio State has outscored
97-40.
"As a matter of fact. Joe has not played
his best game," Cooper said, looking ahead
to the Buckeyes' remaining games against
five unranked opponents. "One of these
games he's going to light you up with 25of-27 or 28-of-30 or 15 completions in a
row. He's capable of doing that."
Germaine has passed for more than 300
yards in Ohio State's last two games - a
streak that may continue. None of Ohio
State's next four opponents has a winning
record.
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Swim teams spend weekend in Cedar Falls
Relays, invite
on tap for Eastern
By Todd Schreiber
Staff writer

The big one-day fall break is
coming up here at Eastern. and with
that the Eastern swim teams take a
break from a traditional swimming
format this weekend.
The Panthers travel to Cedar
Falls, Iowa to participate in the
Northern Iowa Relays on Friday,

and then the UNI Invitational on
Saturday. It's Friday's meet that is
the break from tradition.
It will be a 3 p.m. start for
Friday's meet, while the Panthers get
an early 10 am. start on Sawrday.
The Relays consist of IO relay
events and two diving events. The
unusual aspect is the relays are all
co-ed. There are two men and two
women that participate in each
event The diving scores are also
tabulated as one score, and there is
one final score for each team.
EasU::m will be competing
against the host UN1 team, along

with
Truman
State and St.
Louis University. The same
four teams will
compete in a traditional format
on Saturday.
Ray Padovan
Eastern coach
Ray Padovan said the teams have more fun on
meets like Friday's. Although the
team is having more fun, the meet is
still competitive, according to
Padovan. The coach also said the
meet is more spectator friendly.

a good look at some teams
often faces. The Panthers have
duaJ meets with St. Louis later
the season. Truman State is
team that Eastern often sees.
usually at invitationals.
This week's practice was not
usuaJ, according to Padovan.
team is practicing the relay
with together, since the men
women are not used to starting
with each other.
With the fall break coming
Padovan said the whole team
not be making the six-hour jo
to Iowa.

"The parents and people in
attendance seem to like the format
more and have more fun watching
it," Padovan said.
Saturday's meet wilJ be competitive among the teams, Padovan
said. Last season, the Lady Panthers
finished second out of five teams,
while the men finished third.
Truman State won both the men's
and women's events last season.
"We are looking at about the
same finish this season," Padovan
said. "Truman State is going to be
tough."
This meet wiU give the Panthers

Hornets put perfect record on line vs. Wester

Women's rugby A-team ,, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
looks to equal B-team We're going to try and concentrate on playing rugby and not being cocky:'
Higby said. «We want to win so we can stay undefeated.
Christina Higby,
performance last week
Women's rugby player
Gabe Rosen
Staff Writer

The women's rugby team will put its
undefeated record on the line this weekend at
Western lliinois. The Hornets defeated
Southern Illinois last weekend to improve
their record to 4-0.
According to coach Scott Crawford, this
week's practice sessions will be used to
work on the basics and hopefully the weath-

er is conducive to good practices.
Crawford said the team is looking forward and he is pleased with the level of play.
''They are all playing well and consistently," Crawford said.
The Hornets are looking to this weekends
game as an opportunity to fine tune their
play before The Midwest Cup, an non-sane-

''

tioned rugby tournament to be held in
Bowling Green, Ohio. Oct. 31-Nov.
!.According to Crawford, this weekend's
match up with Western shouldn't be too
much of a challenge for the Hornets. who are
looking to stay healthy and continue improving.
"Their team is not as strong as some of

Falcons losing wing

Wrestling coach optimistic
Eastern returns
four qualifiers
By Jason Randall
Staff writer

Eastern head wrestling coach
Ralph McCausland said he has
nothing but high optimism for his
Panther wrestling team as he enters
his 16th year at the helm.
The Panthers, coming off a l 0-2
duaJ meet record in the 1997-98
season, are returning 13 wrestlers,
including all four NCAA
Championship qualifiers from a
year ago.
Senior Tom Combes, and
juniors Kelly Revells, Don Pool
and Mike Russow look to improve
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and go even deeper in the tournament this year.
"The strength of this team is
definitely the experience base,"
McCausland said. "The No. I lineup has great experience and has
been very successful."
One concern for the coaching
staff, however, is the depth of the
team behind the starters.
"Our backup guys are young,"
McCausland said. "They are working very hard though, and I feel
they will be able to step up later on
in the season."
McCausland said the work
ethic of the team is very strong, and
very intense. The key to keeping.
this up, he said, is to stay healthy
and work hard day in and day ouL
"We are all very enthusiastic,"
McCausland said. "With our

the other teams that we have played, but
are looking forward to the match
Crawford said.
Last weekend the Hornets B-team de
ed Western, so the possibility of a let
looms large. However Hornet, Chri
Higby said the team wants a victory j
bai:l as it always does.
'"We're going to try and concentrate
playing rugby and not being cod..)'," ·
said. ·'We want to win so we can stay
feated"
Hornet Cally Dorosz, had si
thoughts on this weekend's match up.
..I think we're going to practice just
hard and take the game just as serious
all of the other ones," Dorosz said.

enthusiasm.
however, comes
high expectations for success
from the coaching staff as well
as the team
itself."
Ralph
McCausland
McCausland
said he hopes
the four returning nationaJ qualifiers will step up
the focus mentally and physically
for themselves and for the rest of
the team.
"Success of these individuals
will hopefully carry over and breed
success for the team this season,"
McCausland said.
The Panthers open their season
at 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 19 at Lantz
Gynmasium against Miami, Ohio.

SUWANEE, Ga. (AP) - The
Atlanta Falcons should be enjoying
their best start in 12 years. Instead,
the mood was downright sour
Wednesday. Their leading receiver is
under federal investigation and
reponedly suspected of laundering
drug money. Their starting quarterback is ailing and may miss
Sunday's game against the New
York Jets. So much for the thrill of
victory.
"Y'all are a joke, all of you,"
defensive end Chuck Smith
screamed at reporters trying to interview Tony Martin, who is under
investigation for his relationship
with convicted drug dealer Rickey
Brownlee. Martin, who leads the
Falcons with 27 receptions for 492
yards and three touchdowns, wouldn't acknowledge questions about
money laundering. He said he had a

meeting and headed to the
room. his questioners in tow.
"~n ~tu;, !WYbr~~f

touchdowns, where were y
Smith yelled. "Why do you
talk to him now?"
Coach Dao Reeves said he
known about the investigatioo
three weeks, but now it has
a public distraction for the
(5-1), who have matched the
start in their 33-year hist0ry.
"I talked to the team about it
morning," Reeves said "I
have been talking about the J~
now I've got to talk about
There's not much you can do
it You just worry about things
can control."
The 33-year-old receiv~r is·
first season with the Falcons.
been acquired from Sao Diego
June trade.
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omen's soccer closes out Missouri Valley
rn plays host
ansville and
west Missouri
By Chad Verbais
Staff Writer

's soccer will close out the regular
Ibis weekend with two Missouri Valley
games at home. Perennial power
will travel to Lakeside Field for a 3
down on Friday, and Southwest
· will visit at 1 p.m. on Sunday.
all know what we need to do this
to win," senior Amy Koudelka said.
come out. and are ready, I think we will
against both teams."
well is what the Panthers need to do
to gear themselves up for the MVC
nt that starts next Wednesday.
's 2-1-1 record in the MVC puts them
place. Defending MVC Champion
e will bring an overall record of 11the contest. lts perfect 4-0 mark in the
IS enough to give them sole possession
place.
will be looking for reveoge in this
~Evansville defeated the Panthers 54
ty kicks last year in the MVC

Championship game to end their season.
'This will be a game that we can judge
where we are," Eastern head coach Steve
Ballard said. ''We know we can play with
them, hopefully we come out aggressive on
Friday."
The Purple Aces will be led offensively by
junior forward Jennifer Lembeck and senior
forward Shelean Roylance. Lembeck currently leads the team in scoring with 11 goals and
five assists. Roylance has booted eight goals
and added one assist thus far this season. Do
not forget about junior midfielder Krissy
Meek. She has won the MVC Player of the
Year award in each of the past two seasons.
Currently she has two goals and five assists.
The goalkeeping duties will be anchored by
sophomore Molly Keams who owns a 0.90
GAA, while posting six shutouts.
After the Panther's dispose of Evansville
they will have ro set their sights on Sunday's
game against Southwest Missouri State. The
Lady Bears play Belmont Friday, and currently own an overall record of3-l l-l. Their2-3
record in the MVC puts them in fifth place,
one back from Eastern.
Southwest Missouri has been struggling
this year in the goal scoring department, netting only 12 to its opponents 42. Last year the
Lady Bears totaled 38 goals against their
opponents 31.

One reason for that, however, could be the
fact that the Lady Bears have been depleted by
injuries this season.
Numerous ACL injuries, as well as a broken nose, several sprained ankles and a concussion to one of their star players have not
helped the Lady Bears quest for a championship.
''We have been through so many setbacks,
with injuries and things this year, that we are
not even looking at Eastern yet," head coach
Rob Brewer said. ''We play Belmont on
Friday and really do not want to look beyond
that right now."
The Lady Bears that are not injured will be
led by junior Jenny Albers and senior Mitzi
Rouse. Albers and Rouse currently share the
team scoring lead with three goals and an
assist a piece. Last years MVC scoring leader
(33 points), junior Jamie Hautzinger, has only
taken seven shots and not scored a goal as of
yet. while posting only two assists. She has
only been able to play in five games this season due to a concussion suffered in game
three. She will be questionable for Sunday's
game.
"Last year when Eastern beat us twice in
one week, we felt like we let some chances slip
past us and were going to look at this matchup as a big one for us," Brewer said. "But, with
all the setbacks we have had this year we are

1998 MVC STANOINOS
WOMtN'S SocceR

conf.

overall

4-0
3-1
3-1
2-1-1
2-3
Cl-4·1

11-4-2
11-4-0
9-4-1
9+1
3-11-1
3-12-1
3-11

Evansville
Creighton
Illinois Slate
Eastern Illinois
Southwest Missouri
Valparaiso
Arl<ansas Little-Rock

().6

Friday's matches
Evansville @ Eastern Illinois 3 p.m.
Creighton @ Illinois State
SW Missouri State @ Belmont
Valparaiso @ Purdue

just hoping to regroup enough to play well in
the MVC tournament."
The goalkeeping duties for the Lady Be·.rs
will be handled by freshman Colleen Danieio;.
Regular goalkeeper Beth Schneider will be out
with a sprained ankle. Daniels currently ha<: a
2.14 GAA, while making 25 saves. Balbrd
said his team is ready for some tough ac~iun
this weekend.
"What we are keying on now is that we are
able to play as well as possible for the toum..
ment,'' Ballard said. "I think we are finally
putting the puzzle together and should do well
against these two teams."

stern travels to intrastate rival Bradley
David Pump
Associate sports edijor

men's soccer team travels to
· Valley rival Bradley
afternoon for a conference
win in the Valley is a
win," Panther coach Tim
nts said.
'They are a
. and 'it iS' ·an in-state
·er this season Eastern (10-2and Bradley (9-1-2, 1-1) had
the nations longest unbeaten
in the nation. but that was
they started Valley play.
bas been similar to the run
) has had," Braves coach
ose said. "We are both in
ereoce hunt and it's a very
for both teams."
C playoff spots could be on
for both reams, as neither
bas faced nationally ranked
st Missouri. No. 23. or No.
ton. With the top six teams
to play in the post season,
of getting a' thance to play
national tournament.
season the Panthers defeat-

have good hands from playrback and taking snaps.
I have a lot more confiin my blocking because last
er coming from quarter1had never bit anyone."
only has Willingham
his versatility by going
quarterback to tight end, but
the holder for kicker Chad
on field goal and extra-

Lacey Buid0sik/ Staff photographer
Panther sophomore midfielder Scott Anderson dribbles the ball down the field.
Eastern travels to Bradly to take on the 9-1-2 Braves Saturday.
ed the Braves 2-1 at Lakeside Field,
but that was a Bradley squad minus
some key players.
"A lot of people don't realize we
were without five significant players
last year," DeRose said.
Of those players, no one has
been more explosive than freshman

sensation Gavin Glinton.
The freshman has netted a conference-high 12 goals this season
and is avemging one goal a game.
Junior forward Steven Wylie,
also injured last season, has been a
beneficiary of Glinton's ability Lo
~ore posting 11 assists on the sea-

''Chad and I are pretty good
friends, so we can joke around and
I can keep him loose before he
kicks the ball," Willingham said.
With his past quarterback experience, he said it also gives the
Panthers a chance to work on fake
field goals and extra-point
attempts.
But for right now, the junior is
just happy to be seeing regular
playing time.
"At first I was just playing as a
wing back and then it transpired
into tight end," Willingham said.
"I guess it was just meant to
be."

son.
But the injuries haven't mounted
this year compared to a season ago.
"Our health is good, and we
hope to gee back Matt Homer who
has missed seven games with a hip
flexor," DeRose said. "He went a little against Western Kentucky to test
it and he said he was all right"
With everyone healthy and the
offense clicking, people tend to forget the Braves defense has only
allowed I0 goals this season.
"We've defended very well. we
have always tried to work consciously on playing good defense,
and we have had timely goal scoring
this season that has produced the
wins," DeRose said.
But the key match up for Eastern
will be senior Matt Bobo up against
the
speedy
Glinton,
but
McClements said each team has
strengths heading ioto the contest.
'They are things· we are concerned about, and there are things
they are concerned about,"
McCJements said.
The young Braves will need to
contend with Eastem's 1-2 scoring
punch in senior Jeff Nix, second in

Key
from Page 12
To correct this, the focus of the
practices this week has been
aggressiveness, especially since the
remaining five games are all against
OVC opponents.
'The coaches have been pressing on them to get physical and into
a hitting frame of mind," Spoo said.
''We've got to get mad and hungry
for our livelihood. All the meaningful stuff is now and there is no
excuses for not playing hard."
The players have responded

SATURDAY NIGHT

9'fed"s

well. as Spoo said this week in
practices there has been a lot more
hitting going on. Eastern will have
to come into the Middle Tennessee
game ready to play, as it will have
the pressure of playing on the road
plus this Saturday being "Boots
Donnelly Day," a ceremony for the
Middle Tennessee head coach who
is calling it quits at the end of this
season.
Spoo said all the pregame hype
shouldn't cause a distraction to the
Panther team
"Once the game starts that doesn't amount to a hill of beans:' he
said.

the Missouri Valley with 11 goab.
and freshman Derrick Perry.
Bradley only starts three upperclassmen to Eastern's seven. so
experience could make the dill er
ence, but neither coach wants to say
which team is beuer.
"IL will be a very Light matc;h,
and to say who is better is difficult.."
McClements said. ''We need to play
the game and it will be determined
on the field."
1998
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One vs. two face up at Lantz Gymnasium
Southeast Missouri looks for 12th straight win and revenge against Eastern volleyball t
,, _____
By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer

After losing their first home
match of the season, the Panthers
will regroup and get ready to play
host to Southeast Missouri at 7
p.m. tonight.
This match will showcase the
top two teams in the Ohio ValJey
Conference battling for position.
Eastern is holding on to first place
by two games over SEMO.
The first time these two teams
faced each other, SEMO was the
team to beat in the OVC, having
been picked to win its sixth straight
regular season title.
Eastern won that first meeting
back on Sepl 22 in convincing
fashion. The Panthers swept the

It is going to be a lot harder.

They will be really pumped
up to kick our butts.
Sherry Austin,
Pan1her volleyball middle hitter

''

match 15-10, 15-9 and 15-6.
Since the loss to Eastern,
SEMO has gone on to win 11 of its
last 12 matches.
In its current I I-game win
streak, SEMO has thoroughly
dominated its opponents. The
Otahkians won eight of those 11
matches by sweeping their opponents. SEMO bas lost only three
games in that stretch.

''We are playing better volleybalJ now than we were at the beginning," SEMO head coach Cindy
Gannon said. "I feel like we have
kind of geled as a team. As a coach
you want your team to peak at the
right time of year. I hope we are
doing that"
This time when these two teams
meet, Eastern will be the team to
beat. Since Eastern last .saw
SEMO. it has put together an
impressive streak of its own. The
Panthers wem on to win eight in a
row, while losing only two.
But do not expect the second
time around to be any easier for the
Panthers.
"It is going to be a lot harder,"
senior middle hitter Sherry Austin
said. ''They will be really pumped

Quarterback to tight end
Transition to new position successful for Willingham
By Chad Merda
Managing editor
Seth Willingham never was
able to make his way into the
starting lineup as an Eastern quarterback.
So as a sophomore, he did the
most logical thing anyone would
do - pack on 79 pounds and move
to tight end.
"I went to (coach Bob) Spoo
and suggested it because Mike
Simpson had another year of eligibility left and it would be hard for
me to sit on the sidelines,"
Willingham said.
Now with a year's experience
behind him, the junior is having a
career year.
Willingham's 249 receiving
yards are second-best on the team
and only 38 yards behind the
leader, JuntOr Phil T~ l or.
Willingham is the Jlinth-best
receiver in the Ohio Valley
Conference and is fresh off an
Illinois State game where he
caught three passes for 43 yards
and a touchdown.
That touchdown was only bis
second of the season and the sixth
of bis career.
And it was evident by
Willingham's celebration after..
wards - a celebration he hasn't
bad much practice at and has been
described by some as an impersonation of a six-shooter and by
others as an imitation of a DGeneration X 'crotch chop' often
seen while watching the World
Wrestling Federation.
"It wasn't planned," he said.
"But a little excitement came out
and I didn't want to get the penalty."
That penalty turned out to be a
15-yard unsportsmanlike conduct
foul, and Willingham assures it
won't happen again.
The penalty that is, not the
touchdown
catches.
Both
Willingham and the Eastern
offense have benefited from one
particular play - Anthony Baich
rolls out left, fakes, and then
throws to the open tight end down
the right sideline.

up to kick our butts. We have to
play twice as hard as the first time."
With the loss still fresh in their
minds, Eastern is expecting SEMO
to come out ready to play.
"l am sure that SEMO has been
looking for this match for a
month," head coach Betty Ralston
said. "I think it has had this match
circled on its calendar ever since it
lost, but it is playing well now and
is not going to come in here timid."
In order for the Panthers to
counter SEMO's attack, they have
to avoid a repeat of the slow starts
in the Southern match.
''We realJy have to take it to
them early," Ralston said. "We
need to start out with leads and not
try to play catch-up."
Trying to bury the Panthers
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WOMEN'S

V OLLIBYBALL
Standings

TEAM
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Murray Sta'te
Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State

11..0
9-2
8-2
6--4
6--4
5-6
4-6
2-9
1-9

Rushing attack key
for Middle Tenness
Coaches stress
•
aggressiveness
come Saturday
By Matt Wilson
Sports ecitor

Deanna Mcintyre/ Photo editor
Panther junior tight end Seth Willingham gained 79 points so he could make
the transition from quarterback to tight end. Willingham has 249 yards and two
touchdowns. He looks to add another one this weekend at Middle Tennessee.
"It's usually a big part of the because I know where he's going
offense and that play goes band in to be and he knows where l' m
band with bow we run the ball," going to be," Willingham said.
Willingham said. "I'd love to run "Anthony is real athletic, so l
it as much as possible but teams never give up on my route and try
are starting to key on it."
to find a window for him.
He said his off-field friendship
"Coming in, the blocking was a
with Buicb, among other factors, big adjustment," he said. "I knew
has boosted his performance on all the routes from quarterback
the field.
"(Our friendship) helps a Jot
See Cll'• Page 11

The Panther defense has seen
many good quarterbacks such as
Central Aorida's Daute Culpepper
and Illinois State's Kevin Glenn. But
they have yet to see a good running
back.
That is going to change at 6 p.m.
Saturday when Eastern travels to
Murfreesboro, Tenn. to take on
Middle Tennessee and star running
back Torin Kirtsey.
"By far this is the best running
back we've seen, he's a pure running
back," Panther head coach Bob Spoo
said
In the 36-22 loss to Illinois State
last Saturday, one of the major problems the Panthers had was missing
tackles. Spoo said this could not happen when Eastern faces Kirtsey.
"We can't miss tackles, we have
to hit him and wrap him up:' Spoo
said "We have to be ready to make
contact and not play sloppy and pursue him. We bave to play fundamental football at its highest level."
One reason Kirtsey has been able
to lead the Ohio Valley Conference
with an average of 97.7 yards per
game is because the way Middle
Tennessee is able to spread out its
offense.
"If be finds a crack and we miss a
tackle it's 88 and out the gate," Spoo
said
The Blue Raider backfield has
used a different type of formation
each game. In the loss to Illinois,
Middle Tennessee used a two-back
offense 20 times and a one-back
offense 44 times. The Blue Raiders
did the exact opposite in their previous victory over Murray State, when
they used a one-back offense 19
times and a two-back offense 44
times.
Even if Middle does go to the
ooe-back offense, Spoo said the
Panther defense should still look for

Kirtsey in the backfield
"He's such a good
they're willing to give him
the backfield probably
other teams are," be said.
If Kirtsey is able to get
Panther secondary, the
Panther senior comer
Watson might play a big
Eastern. Watson went
knee injury in the loss ID
State, and will be watching
from the sideline.

ence."
Taking the place of
Saturday will be freshman
Young.
Spoo said the Illinois
last Saturday reminded ·
the Panthers first game of
victory over St Joseph's
defense played flat

